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Bonding & Chemical Names and Formulas Review 

 

1.  Write the differences between covalent and ionic compounds in the t-chart below: 

Covalent bond/compounds Ionic bond/compounds 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

2.  Another name for a covalent compound is a      compound. 

3.  You need to know the          to name ionic compounds and            to name covalent. 

4.  Determine whether each model below represents an ionic or covalent compound, then write the 
correct chemical formula and chemical name for each, and if they share or give/take electrons: 

  Ionic or covalent?              Share or give/take electrons?    

  Chemical name:     

  Chemical formula:     

    

   Ionic or covalent?              Share or give/take e-?    

   Chemical name:     

   Chemical formula:     
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    Ionic or covalent?         Share or give/take e-?   

    Chemical name:     

    Chemical formula:     

 

 

     Ionic or covalent?         Share or give/take e-   

     Chemical name:     

     Chemical formula:     

 

5.  State whether the following are ionic or covalent bonds/compounds and then give the correct 
chemical name for each of the following chemical formulas. 

- CaF2  Ionic or covalent =    Chemical name =       

- N2O4 Ionic or covalent =    Chemical name =       

- MgBr2 Ionic or covalent =    Chemical name =       

- CF4 Ionic or covalent =     Chemical name =       

- Li2O Ionic or covalent =    Chemical name =       

 

6.  State whether the following are ionic or covalent bonds/compounds and then give the correct 
chemical name for each of the following chemical formulas. 

- Trisulfur dinitride    Ionic or covalent =     Chemical formula =    

- Lithium sulfide     Ionic or covalent =     Chemical formula =    

- Beryllium fluoride     Ionic or covalent =    Chemical formula =    

- Aluminum chloride    Ionic or covalent =    Chemical formula =    

- Nitrogen dioxide     Ionic or covalent =     Chemical formula =    

 

7.  Write whether each ionic compound is stable or unstable.  Correct it if it is unstable. 

Na2F    stable or unstable?     Should be      

AlCl3    stable or unstable?     Should be      

BeO3    stable or unstable?     Should be      


